We examine whether a ränge of devices, previously 
Introduction
There is now a substantial literature on Interviews äs sites of the negotiation and construction of beliefs, attitudes, and experiences. Contributions to the literature come from a variety of qualitative researchers, from Labov (1972) onwards (e.g., Agar and Hobbs 1982; Brenner 1978 , 1981 , Briggs 1986 DeVault 1990; Mishler 1986; Myers 1998) . Our own interest is in ethnomethodological and conversation analytic work on Interviews, which is usually conceived of äs part of the general enterprise of understanding institutional talk (for an overview of institutional talk, and the placement of Interviews within that larger field see Drew and Heritage 1992) .
Such work has examined the management of the survey interview (Suchman and Jordan 1990; Hester and Francis 1994) ; the therapeutic interview (e.g., Buttny 1996) ; the Job interview (Button 1992) ; the news interview (Clayman 1992) ; and the psychiatric interview (Bergmann 1992; Harper 1994 ) among others. One of the Strands of such research is the attention paid, since Cicourel's pioneering work (Cicourel 1982) , to openended Interviews whose brief is to uncover respondents' 'attitudes towards', or 'constructions of (and so on), social issues. It is such Interviews that are the focus of our paper.
Those who have taken up the study of such Interviews specifically from an ethnomethodological and conversation analytic point of view (e.g., Suchman and Jordan 1990; Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1994) have looked at how the interaction is managed so äs to bring it off äs one in which what emerges are respondents' 'views'. Such authors make a persuasive case for the importance of treating the material äs jointly constructed for local purposes. What we want to do is add to those authors' analyses by looking very specifically at examples of an open-ended, 'views'-soliciting interview, and apply particular insights from conversation analysis to see whether Interviewers deploy certain resources to privilege their own readings of the issue at hand, while ostensibly soliciting 'freely-given' views from their respondents.
We hope that the paper will have something in it for both the ethnomethodological (EM) and conversation analytic (CA) readership, and also for those who, although they might not share the EM/CA attitude towards analysis, might be willing to look at how the (normally unrecorded and unanalysed) 'mechanics' of interview talk contributes to its 'content'. For the former, there is the demonstration of the relevance to view-soliciting Interviews of Sacks's observations on cover identities and of two devices previously found in medical settings, plus the bonus of a promising new candidate (the generalization/particularization device from Billig's work on rhetoric). For the latter, there is a painstaking, close-grained Illustration of just how much influence a questioner can have on privileging their own interests in the proceedings.
Features of talk which might privilege the questioner's position
We want to look at four features of Interviewers' talk which might privilege their own understanding of, or position on, the issue they are asking their respondent freely to comment on. Sacks's notion of 'cover identities' (Sacks 1992) , the 'discreetly exploring utterance' (Bergmann 1992 ) and the 'perspective-display series' (Maynard 1992) come from research done in the conversation-analytic tradition. To these we add, from a different intellectual tradition, the rhetorical devices of particularization and generalization identified by Billig (1987) .
Cover identities
The most overarching feature of talk that we want to look out for in openended Interviews is what Sacks calls 'cover identities'. These are identities which, although consistent with some aspects of the encounter, avoid those aspects which might produce outward conflict or resistance. As he puts it: '... a "cover" is an identification which is more palatable, which can hide the problematic one, and which nonetheless allows whatever it is that the problematic one can do, to get done' (Sacks 1992, Vol. 1: 317) . For example, at a certain point of a group therapy Session, a new person is inducted into the group like this (Sacks 1992 ((cough)) 11 Ken: -> We were just in an automobile discussion Ken's announcement that 'we were just in an automobile discussion' at line 11 after the round of introductions, makes available to new entrant Jim (and the rest of the group) an activity (being 'in an automobile discussion')-and a set of identities that go with it (perhaps 'car buffs' or 'experienced motorists' and so on)-very different from what a 'therapy group' could be expected to be discussing (which we might gloss äs 'psychological issues'). Ken is, according to Sacks, proposing that they all adopt the cover of a set of reciprocal identities which will allow them to proceed with the group interaction, and perhaps do things that the therapist might lead them into, without the naked acknowledgement that they are constituted äs a 'therapy' group.
The relevance for us here in this paper is the 'knowingness' of the proposal of cover identities. We have seen the proposal of cover identities at work elsewhere in an interview setting, where the Interviewers propose a set of identities for themselves and their respondents very different from the institutional one (Antaki and Rapley 1996) See how, in line 10, the Interviewer offers a non-institutional description of bis previous time with the client (he 'came round' and 'spent some time jchattin'); this provides for more of the same (line 14: 'well I just wanted to come back an' (.) see how were gettin' on (..) now'). This cover identity of a friend or other concerned person with an Ordinary' interest in the client's wellbeing allows both parties to Orient to the questions that will come up in a minute; but they are very far from the institutional role of the Interviewer and interviewee. The cover identity is one that distracts from the knowledge and expertise held by the Interviewer, äs one with licence not only to determine the order of the questions, but also to dispose of ho w the respondent's ans wer s are to be recorded äs numerical scores on an official questionnaire. It is that sort of use of cover identity that we might see, even where the interview is Open-ended', in the Service of determining not the respondent's score but her or his Views'.
Discretion and perspective-soliciting
These devices were initially discovered in the Service of specialized institutional practices: the delivery of (bad) medical news and the performance of psychiatric diagnosis. In both of these cases, of course, it is institutionally the case that it is the Interviewer, not the interviewee, who has the expert knowledge. What we want to do is see whether they turn up also in the open-ended interview Situation, where, ostensibly, it is the interviewee who has the expertise. Bergmann's (1992) The psychiatrist Dr F offers a description of the respondent's circumstances for assessment. The interesting thing that Bergmann points to is the partial vocabulary of 'acted a bit peculiar' and 'not so completely dressed'. This, although superficially making the behavior less crazy than some rival, extreme-case formulation (Pomerantz 1986 ) like 'totally naked', nevertheless requires comment by the interviewee, and so puts her in something of a quandary-she is to account for something hinted at but not said outright. What we would take from examples like these that Bergmann gives is that, although the psychiatrist's descriptions are partial (and, elsewhere, marked for uncertainty, second-handness and so on), they work to imply a ränge of hearably accountable problems already known to the psychiatrist, the Interviewer. The general feature that the 'perspective-display series' or PDS (Maynard 1991; shares with discreet talk is that for a questioner to use the PDS is strongly to imply that he or she 'knows more' than the respondent. Of course, we do not know whether or not the questioner does know more; our concern is only with what knowledge claim they display in the interaction. Maynard (1992) describes the outline of the perspective display series thus: first, the clinician (Maynard is concerned with medical encounters) invites the client to provide an opinion on the case at issue: the client does so; then the clinician follows that with his or her own report on, or assessment of, the case. Here is an example (Maynard 1992 opinion, an' he says that he was doing 8 pretty good in the school, that he was 9 responding you know in uhm everything that 10 he teils them. Now he thinks that he's not 11 gonna need to be sent to another school. 12 Dr:
He doesn't think that he's gonna need to be 13 sent 14 Mo:
Yeah that he was catching on a little bit uh 15 you know like I said I-I-I know that 16 he needs a-you know I was 'splaining to her 17 that m you know that I know for sure that 18 he needs some special class or something. 19 Dr: -> Wu' whatta you think his groblem is. 20 Mo:
Speech. 21 Dr:
Yeah. yeah his main problem is a-you know a 22 language problem. 23 Mo:
Yeah language.
Notice how the doctor at lines l and 19 directly solicits a view of the issue from the client. As Maynard points out, this provides for the doctor to produce an eventual account of what the problem is, äs if it has been jointly arrived at, äs opposed to being delivered unilaterally. Along the way, Maynard notes, the client defers to the implicit sentiments (and the explicit language) used by the doctor: she moves from 'he's doing uh pretty good' (line 2) to assenting, at line 23, 'Yeah language' äs being the child's problem. Maynard's analysis is of how the perspective-display series allows the management of the delivery of bad news in medical settings-that is to say, to make our point clear-the delivery of news of which the questioner is aware, but the recipient is not. The perspectivedisplay sequence is a device which reveals the same sort of knowledge asymmetry äs Bergmann's 'discreet questions'. The clinician already knows something (some 'bad news'). The solicitation of the parents' view of it is a preliminary to, and occasion for, its eventual delivery.
The point to bear in mind is that the sort of talk that Maynard and Bergmann identify takes place in a certain kind of interview Situation, namely one where the parties work to an institutional asymmetry between Interviewer and interviewee. The asymmetry is in (among other things) knowledge, and the rights to knowledge. It is the physician or psychiatrist who has the right to knowledge in the sense of expertise, evaluation and diagnosis. This is radically different from the (ostensible, at least) Situation of the view-eliciting interview, where what is supposed to be primary is not the interviewer's but the respondent's knowledge. Yet, we say, the asymmetry might show up even there.
Particularization and generalization
The fourth and last of the features we shall be looking out for comes from outside the conversation-analytic work we have seen so far. It comes from Billig's analysis of the use of rhetoric in ordinary argumentation and displays of thinking and rationality (Billig 1987) . Billig notes that for every effbrt one Speaker may make to appeal to a general rule, her or his interlocutor may find a particular exception; or, conversely, if one Speaker opens with a special case, the interlocutor will dissolve away its specificity by invoking some relevant all-encompassing rule. In each case the two devices function äs pairs, one beating the other in a cycle of argument. 'Categorisation', äs Billig puts it (Billig 1996 (Billig [1987 : 161) 'refers to the process by which a Stimulus is placed in a general category: äs a result of this process, the particular Stimulus is robbed of its particularity'; and conversely 'there is a reverse process: a Stimulus need not be treated äs being equivalent to other Stimuli, but might be considered in its particularity' (p. 161). His language is couched in terms of 'Stimuli' because at this point Billig is arguing against a traditionally cognitive approach to thinking (and in favor of a rhetorical one), but the application to talk is readily made and comes quickly in Billig's own treatment of argument. Amongst many other such examples, he gives the case of the US President who argued-in the face of general strictures against illegal Intervention in sovereign states' affairs-that the US invasion of the island of Grenada was a special and particular case, namely that of a rescue mission (see Billig [1987 Billig [ ] 1996 .
What we want to notice about the device of particularization and generalization is firstly, that they are both usable in an interactional setting where some matter of 'how things are perceived' might be at issue (äs they must be in the 'views-eliciting' interview) and secondly, more specifically for our own interests, that their deployment might signal a tussle for ownership of just how things are perceived, with the interviewee and the Interviewer engaged in just the kind of dispute that Billig sees in any form of dialectical argument. We would guess, in advance, that it would be the generalization device that might prove to be one which is used in the hands of the Interviewer. Generalization manifests the Interviewer's presumptions about what the interviewee knows, or could know. This would be consistent with the sort of practice we have seen in the list of devices so far: namely, practices whose use promotes the Position of the Interviewer äs having the sort of knowledge that will encompass and cover that of the interviewee.
Analysis
What the four devices we have described have in common is that they attend to the possible ways in which 'views' may be generated in interaction, and, specifically, in such a way äs to serve the prior position of the Interviewer at the expense of the (ostensibly primary) interviewee. To look for them in the 'views-eliciting' research Interviews we have at hand is to reject, along with many commentators, the temptation to see the material generated by such Interviews äs being diagnostic of such an object äs 'the interviewee's views'. As Silverman (1993) remarks, to do so would be to risk romanticizing the talk, treating it too readily äs a window on the respondent's soul. It also risks romanticizing not only the talk but also the supposed knowledge privilege granted to the interviewee.
The alternative that we are testing is that in these views-eliciting Interviews-even in these-the knowledge asymmetry between Interviewer and interviewee can still manifest itself äs it does between (say) physician and patient. That is, that we might still see perspective-display sequences, discreet talk, the use of cover identities and generalization, in the hands of Interviewers, and in the Service of putting what we can gloss äs their 'knowledge' about the issue at hand above and before that of their interviewee. Now let us see if this is so.
Data
The data come from four semi-structured Interviews aimed at gathering Information about the interviewees' 'sense of Community'. Most of the data extracts we present come from one of the Interviews (JK, YB) but the features it shows are common enough in the others (some of which we use for extracts) to reassure us that what we see is not some idiosyncracy on the part of one individual pair of Interviewer and interviewee. The Interviews were part of a series of such Interviews which were meant to evaluate the validity of a factorial model of 'psychological sense of Community' consisting of four distinct components, whose details need not concern us here. Questions were based on a psychometrically validated scale-the Sense of Community Index (Chavis and Wandersman 1990 )-on which the Interviewers, postgraduate psychology students, had been trained.
1 What the respondents said was to be used äs evidence to support or disconfirm the validity of these four themes äs good descriptors of a sense of Community.
That is one account of the Interviews. We are going to look at them rather diiferently. We shall be on the lookout for the deployment of devices which signal an asymmetry of knowledge in the Interviewer's favor-overturning the Standard assumption that it is the Informant who knows and has Information to convey, and the Interviewer who does not know.
We organize our observations into three parts. Firstly, we inspect how asymmetries of knowledge are visible in the cover identities the participants cast for themselves. Secondly, we look in more detail at the interviewer's deployment of Bergmann's 'discretion' and Maynard's perspective-display series äs an interview managcmcnt device. Then we finish with an account of the way the Interviewers deploy the rhetorical trope of generalizing the particulars the interviewees offer in their responses. All of these, we repeat, might be used in the promotion of the interviewer's own prior understanding of the matter at hand, rather than in the neutral solicitation of the interviewee's views,
Cover identities and the interviewer's expertise
In contrast with medical interviewing, for example, the Interviewers under consideration here neither have news of personal relevance to the recipient, nor diagnosis, to deliver (to compare it to the situations obtaining in the kinds of medical Interviews described by Maynard and Bergmann, above) . Nor is the Situation äs clearly 'face-threatening' äs the therapy group described by Sacks in the description of cover identities we saw earlier. Nevertheless the Interviewer qua Interviewer does have an institutionally provided-for advantage over the Informant, and that is the deployment of questions (which, of course, are constitutive of Interviews; see Schegloff 1988) and can make those questions Orient to something the Interviewer knows but the Informant does not, in just the same way that the clinician can trail news or diagnosis äs yet unknown to the patient. And with the same upshot: that the patient (here, the Informant) is invited to orient to the same Information.
Following this line of argument, we might expect to see the Interviewers working to something they know (here, that there is such an object äs a 'sense of Community', and what kind ofthing it might be) and that it is up to the interviewee to try to match. In other words, if our argument is right, we should be able to see the interviewer-interviewee asymmetry play out in the ways the Interviewers design their talk so äs to constrain the interviewee to accept the very existence of a certain attitude-object (a 'sense of Community') and also, perhaps, some of the sorts of features it might have. And yet this might not be done without some attempt at Camouflage: it might be the case that the participants occlude this knowledge asymmetry by seeking the cover identities of people who are on equal terms and who are, äs it were, genuinely engaged not in a test Session but a free exchange of news.
Our first extract illustrates the negotiation of the respective positions of Interviewer and interviewee in the opening moments of the interview. Note that the interviewer's turn at line 11-12 is oriented to the prior existence of 'the word Community' äs something which one could reasonably be expected to 'think about'. As Potter and Wetherell (1987) pointed out in their discursive critique of attitude research, there is no guarantee that all informants have attitudes about the same attitude objects äs the researcher, nor that they describe them in the same way; the very act of describing something äs 'the word Community' sounds neutral (it is merely 'the word') but presupposes that it is something (even A a word') that resonates with the Informant, and of course treats it äs something about which an account might be expected to be forthcoming (äs opposed to something that genuinely was merely 'a word' in that insubstantial sense 'and', or 'by' and so on). Asymmetry of knowledge is visible, then, here in this introductory broaching of the topic, It is worth recalling that the interview is ostensibly an empirical research study of the validity of a certain factorial model of the construct of'psychological sense of Community'. But rather than ask, directly, if this or that factor makes sense to the interviewee at the outset, the Interviewer uses a succession of pro-terms (Sacks 1992 ) to describe his activity-he Claims merely that he would 'just like to talk to you a little bit about your Community.' Such use of minimizing modifiers-'just', 'a little bit'-in conjunction with the pro-term 'talk to you', serves to achieve an informal and personally motivated register rather than a formal, disinterested scientific enquiry. It works up a pair of Sacks' cover identifications -unchallenging identities under which participants can disguise potentially more troublesome or testing ones. Here, of course, the troublesome one would be that of the Interviewer being a 'knowledgeable person' having already, before the interview Starts, an adequate understanding of what, ostensibly, he is soliciting freshly from the respondent.
In the next extract, we see how the Interviewer Signals the end of some demographic enquiries-the end of the 'formal' questioning-and the move to discussion of what, for the Interviewer, is the Substantive business of the encounter. This move is marked in a hearably ironic Oh'-prefixed self-correction (Oh that's not all', line 58), moving away from the official register of the earlier business and towards the friendly cover-identifications (not-interviewer/not-interviewee) noted above. The change of state indicated by Oh' (Heritage 1984) suggests that the Interviewer is indicating "surprise" äs prelude to a register change. It is at this point that the upcoming joint activity is respecified, indeed selfcorrected, with the vague pro-term 'talk[ing] to you' replacing explicit, formalized 'ask[ing]'.
Such interactive business is not, however, dealt with at the outset of the interaction and then put to one side. The example below, taken from about one quarter of the way through the administration of the schedule, illustrates again that participants are alert to the issue of the official, interested and partial motivation of the interview, and the formal Status of the Interviewer-rather than the informal cover identities that the Interviewers have worked to construct. In extract 7 Patricia again refreshes the Official' business of the encounter. She jocularly makes reference to the tape-recording of the talk and asks who will be listening to it later. Sacks' (1992) terms an Omni-relevant device', but it is also one to which both parties Orient on a regulär basis.
Discretion and perspective äs implications of knowledge asymmetry
The section above examined the ways in which the participants oriented to each other in a way that seemed to be designed by the researcher to distract from the interviewer's institutional position äs one who 'knows' (in this case, of course, one who knows what the attitude object is-the 'sense of Community'-and what features it might have). Now let us turn to the deployment of discretion and perspective-display invitation to see how they help the interviewer's project. The deployment of the perspective-display series, and the use of euphemistic 'discreet talk', implies a clear knowledge differential-in favor, äs we have argued throughout this paper, not of the supposed informant (äs is implicit in the deployment of the research methodology in question), but rather of the Interviewer. It is, to put it crudely, äs if the interviewer's question was what Edwards and Mercer (1987) After an Initiation by the Interviewer at line 10, the extended sequence of turns between lines 13 and 32 constitute the second stage of the sequence identified by Maynard (the recipient's reply or assessment). Then the researcher comes in with his own perspective, reformulating the interviewee's utterances in lines 33-37. Notice how, in this formulation which delivers the 'expert' view, how the Interviewer designs his talk 'discreetly'. He offers, äs if'reflecting back', a three-part list paraphrase of the interviewee's previous turns with the pacifying pro-term: 'brought up things like'. Such discretion is perhaps more visible when the Interviewer Orients explicitly to how he chooses his words, äs in the next extract: Extract 9. 59 JK: so wuh (.) wha de ya think are the points.which (.) 60 -» um make (.) like (.) a good (...) .hhh > °howum: I put this 0 < 61 (.) >whadda whadda you think < are the points which 62 (..) are helpful to form a good Community
The interviewer's 4 >°howum: I put this°<' is hearably 'delicate'. As with the sort of discreet talk we described above, it both asserts a position and withdraws from it. By invoking such a voice the Interviewer makes clear the existence of an official requirement for a particular question, and also the necessity of a 'translation' of the official interview requirement into a more 'appropriate' form: 'so wuh (.) wha de ya think are the points which (.) um make (.) like (.) a good (...) .hhh > °howum: I put this 0 < (.) > whadda whadda you think < are the points which (..) are helpful to form a good Community'. Again, äs was seen in the earlier analyses, the tensions between the rhetorical and practical agendas of the interaction force attempts at the naturalization of the encounter.
In our next extract we see an extension of the constraint applied by the Interviewer. The invitation at line 37 seems to be oriented to by YB äs a third turn, with the Interviewer questioning the adequacy of the 'data' she has offered, and requesting expansion and clarification. The material offered here is much more explicitly repackaged (arrowed) by the Interviewer who, in so doing, also hearably solicits the interviewees' 'agreement' with the formulation he offers. ' to come (that [some] communities have a positive influence, and that communities may be meaningfully distinguished äs being either 'good' or 'not so good') is actively solicited from the interviewee. Notice, once again, that in the Interviewer's formulation in lines 57-59, the 'delicacy' of the words used: the respondent 'can have like things' which make for a good Community, but not a 'bad' one, simply a ' > not so good<' one; a vague and unchallenging gloss expecting agreement. Indeed, the expectation of agreement is oriented to by the interviewee herseif, who marks her next turn with the hesitation, pause, self-repair and mitigated agreement which work äs Signals of the dispreferred Option of disagreement. The upshot is that her response is not hearably a ringing endorsement of the formulation offered, in spite of the interviewer's discretion.
Interviewers' generalization of respondents' particulars
Let us now add in the strategies (described above) of particularization and generalization (Billig [1987 (Billig [ ] 1996 , and see what those imply about each participant's knowledge of the object under discussion (the interviewee's 'sense of Community'). To particularize is to appeal to the exceptional and the local; to generalize is to invoke the common or rule-bound. The two rhetorical devices are logical opposites, but can be deployed to the same end. A Speaker can deploy either one, according to circumstances, to 'make an exception' or, on the contrary to appeal to a rule; in either case, the Speaker manages to promote a difference between his or her own Position and that which is being offered to them. Now Billig makes these observations always with regard to everyday rhetoric, and the argumentative display of strong views; he is not talking about the (again, ostensible) sober and neutral solicitation of interview responses. But consider this example, taken from extract 8 above. Recall how the interviewee had gone to pains to stress the very local relevance of her understandings:
Detail from Extract 8 (above As from line 162 the Interviewer delivers the 'clinician's report or assessment' which introduces his generalization: 'weh en that would also be (.) um (..) °I guess 0 (..) comparable to people (syll) living in living in (.) in a neighborhood äs well... people who livin in a (syll) < w'd w'd would um (..) ah like feel (.) uh commitment or involved with the neigh(syll).' Acceptance by Yvonne of this gloss is perhaps signaled by her use of an agreement token-'yeah'-her retention of the term 'involved' in the utterance at line 169: '>yeah you'd get involved ehn<' and the stress placed on the term 'commju::nity pa:trk'. That she is now offering 'valuable' or 'theoretically congruent' material may perhaps be gauged by the enthusiastic response (line 176) which the Interviewer offers to her 'confirmation' of his generalization.
Discussion and conclusions
We set out in this paper to examine the role of four conversational features in the elicitation of views in a social science interview meant to research respondents' 'sense of Community'. We knew that the general resource, of what Sacks calls 'cover identities', could be put to the Service of occluding the sort of Interviewer expertise that would correspond not only to the right to ask questions, but also how to determine their wording and presumptions, and indeed what was made of the answers. For two further specific features, discreet talk and the perspective-display series, we knew that elsewhere-in medical and psychiatric Interviews-they could work to privilege the one speaker's view over that of another. Lastly, we borrowed a feature discovered in the very different domain of argumentative rhetoric, to guess that we would see the rhetorical tropes of particularization and generalization being used by the participants, and we speculated that the power of generalization-with its implication of finding overarching, systematic and rule-like patterns-would perform useful service in the hands of an Interviewer with a pre-set interest in discovering 'views' of a universalisable sort.
What we foimd suggests that a case can be made-at least in these examples of a specifically 'view-soliciting' open-ended interview, and not necessarily for other genres of interviewing-that all these devices did indeed appear in Interviewers' talk. They worked to solicit, apparently innocuously, support for a position already held a priori by the researcher. In other words, and in spite of the ostensible motivation for the interview and in contrast to the sort of data it and those like it are supposed to yield, all these devices worked to privilege the interviewer's, not the interviewee's, position in generating 'views'. To sketch the working of these features in bold colors, they Start by implying the very expectation that the Informant has an opinion of the concept, then go on-at the extreme-to subordinate that view to the Interviewers'. The cover identities distract from the institutional agenda of the interview. The euphemistic discreet talk makes the respondent Orient to something hearably other than its ostensible (overbland) description. The perspective display sets up the respondent's opinion äs a precursor for the interviewer's own, last-word, analysis of the Situation. Should the respondent offer a particularized, personal account, the Interviewer can draw on the device of generalization to bring the talk round to the institutionally more bankable pattern of rules and generalities. Our data, of course, come from that genre of interview whose remit is to yield respondents' views. They will not necessarily be generalizable to other sorts of interview. But in these Interviews, at least, we have identified some of the things in Interviewers' talk which do not so much solicit views äs act positively to generate and shape them.
